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Reuters:
Plenty of people download music from the
Internet every day, but illegal downloading has
a huge economic impact and could put more
than one million people out of work by 2015,
experts say.
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movie/TV/software/music/video game industry--citing famous studies
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A third of people believe it is acceptable to pirate software, according to
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Cripes, for 90 cents or a dollar, I just buy the tunes Ilike on line. Some one put a lot of work
and effort into those songs that delight you.

Why in the he double hockey sticks do I care about Internet Piracy in BRITAIN? The article is
about Britain. Do we live in Britain or the United States here?

what a selfish comment!
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And here we have a fine example of outright propaganda, folks. If you thought our country was
"free" and any better than any others, here you have an example of how we are no longer told
anything corporations don't want us to hear.

That's just it and that is why this "study" (or what it really is, a bought and paid for pre-
determined result) is crap. 

So let's break it down:

Out of an apparently potential 870 billion euros, the legitimate company takes home 860 billion.
According to my calculator, that means that 98.9% of the software, cds, etc, that people have
are obtained legitimately. Personally, I'm not sure I would sweat that 1.1 % unless, of course, I
wanted a predicate to turn my legal department into a profit center, which is what RIAA
members have been trying to do (and somehow failing). 

And as for the speculation that the 1.1% will grow to upwards of 25% within five years is just
pure guessing and it doesn't say how they determined that, unless they are counting on
widespread piracy from the Muslin or Spanish speaking worlds, the only segments where
birthrates are higher than average. All other demographic segments in the developed world are
falling or stagnant. That means a rather finite population of total thieves. So sorry, that chicken
little estimate is just that. 

Nice try, though.

You want people to buy your product, you need to make your product compelling. The record
industry continues to force the same obsolete business model on us all, and then complain that
they cannot compete. The movie industry, by comparison, does not have anywhere near this
kind of paranoia. They adapted, they migrated, they moved into new markets as fast as they
could, integrating it into their model to the point that it becomes their model. 

I knew that the record industries days were numbered when I torrented 300, legally, directly
from the distributor. $5 for the decoding key, and 300 was all mine, on my computer, for me.
Was the quality Blu Ray? No. But for something to enjoy on my handheld media player, it was
awesome!

Apparently 860 billion Euro is still not enough...

In other news, a study conducted by the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of
America shows that a nutritious diet and regular exercise are bad for the economy. The highly-
anticipated introduction of insulin futures trading on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange may be
jeopardized!

Seriously, numerous studies have shown that consumers aren't spending significantly less
money on music than they otherwise would, they're just acquiring significantly more music than
they would otherwise buy. The effective demand for the volume of downloaded music does not
exist.

Piracy is "bad" for the American GDP, because intellectual property is one of the last types of
"products" that America produces, but that shouldn't matter to the 99.999% of Americans who
don't own record labels and therefore won't see any of that revenue.

I'm a musician. I've produced an album. It didn't cost much to make. We have a website where
you can download everything for free in low quality and buy the CD for $10. We did a few
dozen live shows and posted videos on YouTube. We made money.
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They're not going to play your songs on the radio unless you have a record deal. But you can
earn a modest living as a musician by playing bars and selling CDs on the internet. It's not
glamorous, and you won't get rich or terribly famous, but if people like your music, you won't go
hungry.

And I fanned you before I knew you made music. Will have to check you out.

It was really my friend's project. He was finishing up school at the time was
able to call upon a dozen or so music students to record and also borrow
some nice microphones. I was the recording engineer and also laid down the
bass guitar, piano, and keyboard tracks. I played keyboards for the live tour
before leaving the band.

You can find "us" at stevegoldbergmusic.com

I would describe it as orchestral pop with smart lyrics and unmistakable
classic rock influences . I like it even though it isn't really my style of music. If
you like the Beetles and David Bowie, then you'll like this.

Yep. On the other hand, as someone who signed a few contracts a few years ago,
labels offered me a whopping $0.40 for every record sold. Standard deal. Haha! :) this
is why they truly hate the net. Yes, some people may pirate. But, too many others like
yourself have simply discovered they don't need BS labels anymore.

That .40 cents is an increase in pay compared to what they where making
back in the 60's. It was more like.15 cents per unit.

It is sad but true. Most musicians don't really read the contract given to them.
Some get an advance, but don't realize they have to pay it back. Some labels
won't even help with any type of touring. That is where the majority of a bands
money is made. That and sells from the shirts and stuff sold at shows. 

Record labels make money off of sales of CDs, not the artist on the label.
They get pennies on the dollar.

A "study" sponsored by the content industries has "proven" that piracy is destroying jobs. Heh.

When I saw this headline, I was sure that I would have to make some unpopular comments
about how morally bankrupt the content industries are, and how they need to go bankrupt in
fact as quickly as possible, but I'm not one to kick a dead horse when it's down.

I'm going to have to agree with the majority of the people here, but I won't beat a dead horse.
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At least not in the same manner it's already been beaten (because that's just mean). Instead,
how about I use this soap box to talk about how overzealous censorship destroys innovation
and bottom-up derivative works. The more censorship that gets created through anti-piracy
policy, the less the general public has to create derivative works and express themselves. Say
goodbye to wedding parties dancing to Chris Brown or any home movie with a bad-ass
soundtrack posted on YouTube and Vimeo. In fact you might as well say goodbye to YouTube
and Vimeo as well. At the rate the RIA is going, they'll most likely want to put a stop to the
very vessels that carry the scurvy pirates. On that note you might as well stop artists from
taking each others' music through sampling. Pretty soon, you'll have to pay someone to sing G
flat. If the people want digital and free, maybe they're trying to tell you that they're tired of
paying for crappy music with a distribution process that takes too long to get straight to your
iPod and leaves you with nothing but a booklet, a hard-to-open plastic cover, and evidence
that you once had $20. Listen to your audience and stop whining! Innovate damn it!

Let me guess, this "study" was paid for by the record companies...

*dingdingdingding* Tell her what she's won Johnny....

You might like this

http://www.fudzilla.com/content/view/18476/1/

I do hope internet piracy cost the job of the lousy producer who started auto-tuning every
crappy song nowadays. Good riddance.

Wow! Whichever record company PR executive started putting this out deserves some sort of
advertising/PR medal.

This is nothing but propaganda paid for by greedy music companies. They keep trying to
pretend that they are losing money due to the violation of intellectual property when the only
real independent study ever conducted states that their losses "approach zero" which is
statistician for none.

One of the music company lackeys goes so far as to infer that violation of intellectual property
is worse than actual piracy (because downloading a song is so much worse than rape and
murder).

Enough of this nonsense. Perpetual copyright needs to go away. It is supposed to be a balance
between the creator and the public. If a song was written when I was born, odds are I will die
from old age before it enters the public domain. This was not the intent of copyright and it fails
to meet the best interest of our society. How about a law that caps copyright at 10 years for
non-commercial use? They can still keep making their money, but let us have our music after a
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decade. That would be fair.

link to your "only real independent study?"

Oh. So that's why places like Tower records and your neighborhood video store are
going/have gone the way of the shoe cobbler. It's not like individual stores have gone
done; whole types of stores have disappeared.

The local stores are gone, because the entertainment corporations who are
promoting this study have forced them into bankruptcy with their national
music/video/entertainment chain stores.

Blame iTunes.

It was the digital age and the record companies that did that.

Yes, killed by an outdated market model forced on them by the very
companies which sponsored this study.

Nonsense. Those dollars not spent on records would go to other disposable items. If those
dollars went to line music company executives pockets it wouldn't be going to other
entertainment executives pockets. Peter meet Paul.

The study is flawed. It just does not make sense. Sounds like more disinformation created and
funded by the music industry think tanks.
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Exactly -- they are just trying to exploit the current propaganda value of the word
"jobs" to make people start buying music from them again.
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